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MOOD CATEGORIES 
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION



MOOD IS A DECIDING FACTOR.

Built on our unique video content analysis, we automatically classify your 
content into mood categories. This is our latest innovation built on top of 
our proprietary emotional neural networks. Enable your viewers to choose 
content based on ”what they are in the mood for”.


With our high quality video content analysis, generated through cutting-
edge AI technology, we help you master your content discovery, to create 
the streaming experience of the future. Present your viewers with the right 
mood, at the right time.

“Classic genres is something I know and recognize, but moods is a 
breath of fresh air that allows me to “let go” and find new things 

Male, 56

Step 1. Aggregate emotional time series 

Stress levels Positive/Negative Dominance

(a_max_anger * length_anger ) / length

Step 2. Set up Mood Algorithms (examples)

(v_min_sadness * length_sadness ) / length

Anger Sadness

Game of Thrones

The Fighter

Saving Private Ryan

Race

Step 3. Create Mood Clusters

• Feelgood & laughs 

• Creepy & Scary 

• Dark & Intense 

• Emotional & Complicated

Final stage: Naming the Moods

“This corresponds to my approach of choosing a film, i.e. 
”what am I up for now”  

Female, 44

”I know Mother Theresa - fits well in ”Gripping & True Stories”, 
Beautiful Mind also fits. I don’t recognize ”Marshall", but that 

makes me 100% curious”  
Male, 25



The creation of the moods is a scientific process based on psychological 
research, but the naming of the moods is a marketing activity and something 
we will do together with you. 

Thereafter, the real fun begins; how are you going to use this data to create a 
truly engaging and differentiating user experience? 

Mood Channels: Provides a linear and laidback experience for your viewers 

Mood walk: Re-invent the browsing experience 

The number of moods categories are adapted to your library to make sure 
they all including enough unique titles in each category with limited overlap.

MOODS ADAPTED FOR YOUR LIBRARY.



EASY AND QUICK INTEGRATION.

You can either upload your content to our cloud platform where you can 
easily scale up for fast and quick video analysis or we install part of our 
platform in your own environment, the choice is yours.


Check out the API here:                                                 

https://results.gapis.vionlabs.com/results/moods/docs

UPLOAD VIONLABS VIDEO ANALYSIS OUTPUT DATA  
API

LOCAL INSTALLATION VIONLABS VIDEO ANALYSIS OUTPUT DATA  
API

CLOUD UPLOAD

LOCAL INSTALLATION

MOOD CATEGORIES PRICING.

MOODS 
Mood categories & data

✓Cloud Feature Processing


✓On-prem Processing


✓Email Support


✓Custom naming of moods

From: €3000/month
€1.5/asset

RECOMMENDATIONS 
MOOD

✓Cloud Based Processing


✓On-prem Processing


✓Fingerprint Basic


✓Similar titles


✓“Because you watched”


✓Personal recommendations


✓Time and day-based


✓Mood categories

From: €5000/month
€1.5/asset


